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Abstract : T his is a work of considerable fascination. T he title misleads a littl
the book is really about is the practice of variolation, its extent and effects, Je
vaccination technique is mentioned in places but not discussed in detail. T he
consistently throughout the work uses the term " inoculation ", not " variolat

chooses the non-specific instead of the specific term is not clear, except per
the term used historically.
Dr. Razzell has done an immense amount of detailed research oh this subjec
fair to say that most people who think about the history of smallpox at all reg
variolation as a little-used method, imported by Lady Wortley Montagu from
eighteenth century, uncertain and dangerous and replaced by the safer tech
vaccination. In this study it is shown clearly that this view is quite erroneous.
smallpox was part of the traditional folk medicine of Britain, though the first k
individual to have it was Lady Montagu's daughter in 1721. T he depth of incis
use of lancet or needle, were obviously of considerable significance, Robert
Suffolk introduced his technique, which would appear to be very similar to m
vaccination techniques, in 1762. He is reported to have inoculated 2500 peo
single death. T o the question of whether the practice of inoculation spread s
not Dr, Razzell devotes a chapter, and in another considers the factors which
retardation in the use of inoculation, especially factors of cost. In the early ye
obviously an expensive proceeding. One surgeon was paid 20 guineas for t
inoculations. In Bristol Infirmary, £623 was paid in 1743 for the inoculation of
Objections on religious grounds and hostility from commercial interests in m
were also important. Later, obviously, costs came down. T he cost in Northw
1788, when a general inoculation was carried out, was 2 shillings per person
inoculation of the poor and the general population became more widespread
but was more extensively practised in the countryside than in the towns, tho
London Smallpox Hospital was founded in 1746, partly to provide inoculation
T he author devotes a brief chapter to the history of inoculation in America,
Ireland and Continental Europe, and another to the consideration of the relia
smallpox mortality registration. In any new edition or revision, it would be us
take advice from an immunologist at this point. Such questions as the natura
young infants appear to puzzle him, yet maternal antibodies are not mention
the important questions of the effect of smallpox on the male generative org
fertility, and also the malignancy of smallpox infection in pregnant women. In
interesting chapter he investigates in depth the mortality from smallpox befo
introduction of inoculation, and in the final chapter, entitled " T he conquest o
this is contrasted with the position after inoculation became widespread. In t
also considers the influence of smallpox on fertility. T here is a very extensiv
bibliography, a list of 595 references and a good index of names and places.
It is not possible in a short review to do justice to the immense amount of re
the author has done to produce this work. T hough somewhat wearisome to
owing to the extensive use of direct quotations, it is a work of great interest
who is involved with the epidemiology and history of infectious disease. It w

extensively read and will be of great value as a source book. For the medical
will be an essential volume in his library. Neither the quality of the paper nor
impressive and, for a work of 190 pages without any illustrations, the price w
unduly high. It would be regrettable if the price prevented wide reading of th
book. One can only hope it may become available as a paperback at a consid
cost. D. M. Mackay .
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